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Component Based System (CBS) development is a systematic reuse approach that helps
in developing software by integrating existing components. Component selection plays a
vital role in the success of the CBS. Lately, researchers have suggested using acceptance
test cases as a functional specification to better understand software requirements. In this
thesis, we present an acceptance test case driven component selection process that
provides guidelines for CBS developers to select candidate components that best match
the required functionalities of a CBS. We use acceptance test cases to understand
functional requirements of a CBS-to-be. The acceptance test case driven component
selection process consists of five phases: (i) requirements modeling (ii) acceptance test
cases generation (iii) searching and filtering the candidate components (iv) configuration
and evaluation of the filtered components (v) selection the most suitable component. We
use the goal modeling technique to specify requirements of a CBS in phase (i). In phase
(ii), we use Framework for integration test (FIT), an open sources framework for
generating acceptance test cases, to create acceptance test cases for CBS-to-be. In Phase
(iii), we use keyword search to identify suitable candidate components for all concrete
goals from existing COTS repositories and filtering them based on a proposed equation.
In phase (iv), we develop configurations for the short listed components and evaluate
them against acceptance test cases. Finally, in phase (v), the configured components are
xiii
ranked based on acceptance test case satisfaction scores and the highest ranked
components will be selected.
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ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
ﻣﻌﺎذ ﻋﺑداﻟﻐﻧﻲ ﻗﺎﺋد ﻧﻌﻣﺎن:اﻻﺳم اﻟﻛﺎﻣل
ﻣﻧﮭﺞ ﯾﻌﺗﻣد ﻋﻠﻰ اﺳﺗﺧدام ﺣﺎﻻت اﺧﺗﺑﺎر اﻟﻘﺑول ﻓﻲ اﺧﺗﯾﺎر ﻣﻛوﻧﺎت ﻣﻼﺋﻣﺔ ﻟﺑﻧﺎء ﻧظﺎم:ﻋﻧوان اﻟرﺳﺎﻟﺔ
ﻋﻠوم اﻟﺣﺎﺳب اﻵﻟﻲ:اﻟﺗﺧﺻص
4102ﻣﺎﯾو :ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ اﻟدرﺟﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﻣﯾﺔ
ﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﺒﻨﻰ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ إﻋﺎدة اﻹﻣﻦ ( ﺳﻲ ﺑﻲ إس)ﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮ طﺮﯾﻘﺔ ﺑﻨﺎء اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت 
وﺗﻠﻌﺐ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت دور أﺳﺎﺳﻲ . ﻟﻠﺒﺮﻣﺠﯿﺎت ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺑﻨﺎء أﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺔ ﻣﻦ دﻣﺞ ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎت ﻣﻮﺟﻮدة ﻣﺴﺒﻘﺎ
اﻟﻮظﺎﺋﻒ ﻟﺘﻮﺿﯿﺢ اﺧﺘﺒﺎرات ﻗﺒﻮل اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﺳﺘﺨﺪام أﻗﺘﺮح اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﻮن . ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ ﺑﻨﺎء اﻻﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت
ﺣﺎﻻت اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻘﺒﻮل ﻛﻤﻮاﺻﻔﺎت وظﯿﻔﯿﺔ أن اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﮭﻢ اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻨﻗﺪ ﻛﺸﻒ و.اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻌﻤﻼء
اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔوﺛﺎﺋﻖﺗﻜﻤﻞأنﯾﻤﻜﻦاﻟﻘﺒﻮلاﺧﺘﺒﺎرﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻻتاﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎتأنﻧﻌﺘﻘﺪوﻧﺤﻦ.ﻠﻤﻄﻮرﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻟﻓﮭﻢ ﺗﯿﺴﺮ 
ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻷطﺮوﺣﺔ، .اﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت ﻟﺒﻨﺎء ھﺬه اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔﺳﯿﺎق ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔﻓﻲﻣﻔﯿﺪةﺗﻜﻮنأنوﯾﻤﻜﻦاﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎتﻋﻠﻰاﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ
وھﺬه اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ ﺗﻌﻄﻲ ﻣﺒﺎدئ ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮭﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻄﻮرﯾﻦ ﻹﺧﺘﯿﺎر ﻘﺒﻮلاﻟاﺧﺘﺒﺎر طﺮﯾﻘﺔ ﻹﺧﺘﯿﺎر ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎت ﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺎﻻت ﻧﻘﺪم 
. أﻓﻀﻞ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮدة واﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﻮاﻓﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻮظﺎﺋﻒ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﺰﻣﻊ ﺑﻨﺎءه ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺨﺘﺎرة
( أ)طﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ واﻟﻤﻌﺘﻤﺪة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺎﻻت اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻘﺒﻮل ﻣﻦ ﺧﻤﺲ ﻣﺮاﺣﻞ ﺗﺘﻜﻮن 
ﺗﺜﺒﯿﺖ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺮﺷﺤﺔ ( د)اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت وﺗﺮﺷﯿﺤﮭﺎ ( ﺟـ)إﻧﺸﺎء ﺣﺎﻻت اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻘﺒﻮل ( ب)ﻧﻤﺬﺟﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت 
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻞ ﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻋﻠﻰ ﺷﻜﻞ أھﺪاف ت اﻟﻨﻤﺬﺟﺔ ﻧﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﺗﻘﻨﯿﺎ. اﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻷﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻼﺋﻤﺔ( ھـ)وﺗﻘﯿﯿﻤﮭﺎ 
ﻟﺘﻮﻟﯿﺪ ﺣﺎﻻت ،ھﻮ إطﺎر ﻣﻔﺘﻮح اﻟﻤﺼﺪر، و(tiF)اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻣﻞ إطﺎرﺨﺪم ﺘﺴﻧ، (ب)ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ و(.أ)اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﻣﺴﺘﻮداﻋﺎت ﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎتاﻟﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ھﺪف ﺗﻘﻨﻲ  ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﻋﻦ، ﻧﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻛﻠﻤﺎت اﻟﺒﺤﺚ (ﺟـ)ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ و. اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻘﺒﻮل
ﻧﺜﺒﺖ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت وﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎﺗﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺑﯿﺌﺔ اﻟﺘﻄﻮﯾﺮ وﻧﻘﯿﻤﮭﺎ ، (د)ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ . أﻗﺘﺮﺣﻨﺎھﺎﻣﻌﺎدﻟﺔ ﺑﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ ﻮﻧﺎت وﻧﺮﺷﺤﮭﺎ اﻟﻤﻜ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺗﻘﯿﯿﻤﮭﺎ ﺑﺤﺴﺐ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت ﺗﺮﺗﺐ اﻟ، (ھـ)وأﺧﯿﺮا،ً ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ .ﺑﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﺣﺎﻻت اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻘﺒﻮل ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ
.ﻟﮭﺎ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ أﻋﻠﻰﺗﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﺣﺎﻻت اﻟﻘﺒﻮل ﺛﻢ ﻧﺨﺘﺎر اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introductory Background
Software development community has been of the view that software does not have to be
developed from scratch all the time. Systematic software reuse is recognized as a key
technique to improve software development productivity and achieve high quality
software [1][2][3]. One of the key motivations for software reuse is to reduce
development effort and cost by reusing existing code and gains in quality by
incorporating reliable components. In a nutshell, reuse-based software development
focuses on strategies and techniques to enable developers to create new systems using
existing software artifacts and software components [2]. A number of techniques have
been proposed to help realize potential benefits associated with systematic reuse of
software artifacts. For example, software developers have adopted reuse based techniques
such as product lines [4][5][6], component-based systems [7][8], commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) based development [9]–[11], design patterns [12][13] and matching and
modeling tools [14]. Furthermore, analysis and design software artifacts such as
requirements specifications and acceptance test cases have also been used during reuse-
based development of software.
2One of the promising approaches that aim to not develop systems from scratch is
Component Based System (CBS) development. CBS development helps in building
software by integrating existed software components. A component is considered as main
building block for a CBS.
In this thesis, we adopt the component definition as follows [15]: "A software product:
developed by a third party (who controls its ongoing support and evolution); bought,
licensed, or acquired for the purposes of integration into a larger system as an integral
part, i.e. that will be delivered as part of the system to the customer of that system; which
might or might not allow modification at the source code level, but may include
mechanisms for customization; and is bought and used by a significant number of
systems developers ".
Analyzing the requirements and selecting the components are key phases in CBS
development [16]. Appropriate selection of component is the key to the success of the
CBS development [17][18][19]. An improper component selection will lead to
undesirable effects, for instance introducing an additional cost, in maintenance and
integration phases [18]. Considerable effort has been done to determine the challenges
related to CBS requirements analysis and component selection. For example, Lee et al.
[20] showed a component identification approach with a focus on low coupling and high
cohesion values. Similarly, Jain et al. [21] presented a component selection approach
based on clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm depends on a set of predefined
rules and heuristics for the clustering.
3Traditionally, software systems have failed because late discovering the mismatching
between the customers' expectations and the developed system functionalities [22][23].
Specifying the systems functionalities through acceptance test cases has been used for
requirements clarification [23]–[26]. Melnik et al. [25] have revealed that the using
acceptance test cases as a functional specification facilitate developer understanding for
requirements. Lately, Ricca [23] did many experiments which show that Framework for
Integration Test (Fit) tables [27] reduce the requirements understandability efforts. We
believe that acceptance test case information can complement CBS documentation and
can be helpful in the context of components selection process.
This thesis presents an approach for components selection for CBS based on acceptance
test cases for selecting components that best-fit the required functionality by the CBS.
The goal of our approach is to illustrate the benefits of using acceptance testing
throughout the component selection phase in the CBS development. The component
selection approach which is developed in this thesis consists of five phases: (i)
requirements modeling (ii) acceptance test cases generation (iii) Search candidate COTS
and filtering (iv) generate and evalute configurations (v) select configuration.
1.2 COTS Based Development Overview
CBS development is a methodology for building software applications by using existed
components. Qureshi and Hussain [28] presented a CBS development process by
adapting the object oriented methodology [29]. In addition to the object oriented
methodology phases [30], the CBS development have three phases which are (1)
4selecting components; (2) engineering and testing;  (3) evaluation [28]. Figure 1 showing
the CBS development life cycle overview [28]. The phases formulate the CBS
development process described as follows:
Phase1: Communication, in this phase the objectives and requirements of the required
CBS are gathered.
Phase2: Planning, in this phase the specification document of the required CBS is
created. Furthermore, the risk and feasibility of the required CBS are assessed.
Phase3: Analyzing and component selecting, this phase contain two stages, namely,
analysis and selection. The analysis stage concentrates on collecting the detailed
requirements of the required CBS and analyzing the relationships between those
requirements. The “component selection” stage in which the suitable components will be
selected.
Phase4: Engineering and testing, in this phase the focus is on accommodating the chosen
components and glue-code writing to put them together to build the required CBS.
Phase5: Evaluation, in this phase the customers verify that the CBS is as they requested
or no.
In this thesis, we only focus on phase3, namely, Analyzing and component selecting.
5Figure 1 CBS development phases (adapted from [28])
1.3 An Acceptance Testing Overview
Acceptance testing is recognized as a validation activity that conducted by the customer
to enable him to determine to accept the system or no [31]. It is done on the parts of the
system or the entire system before delivering it to the customer. The acceptance test
consists of many test cases, each case include inputs and outputs. In order to automate the
testing, test cases are performed in a formal framework called Fit.
6Framework for Integration Test (Fit) [27] is a framework for automation acceptance
testing. It facilitates the communication between the business analysts and developer’s
communication, through using concrete examples about the needed functionality of
software application. The tests' inputs and expected outputs are specified using tables
called Fit tables. There are three types of Fit tables, specifically, the row tables, column
tables, and action tables. Row tables are used for testing either the search or query results
as expected or no [27]. Column tables are designed for testing the correctness the
calculations of the software system. Action tables are used for testing the system
sequence of actions. Additionally, Fit tables are just appropriate for modeling functional
requirements in which there exists relations among inputs and outputs [23].
FitNess is an open source tool for creating, organizing and running the Fit tables. In
FitNess, the acceptance tests are defined and executed in a collaborative environment by
using web pages. FitNess uses yellow, green and red color codes [27] in test results. The
yellow color indicates that the software generated an exception. The green color indicates
that the value returned by the software is as expected. In the same way, the red color
specifies that the value returned by the software is an incorrect value.
1.4 Thesis Objective
The aim of this thesis is to use acceptance testing information as functional specification
to facilitate systematic selection of software components for a CBS. Our motivation is to
use acceptance tests in conjunction with stakeholder’s requirements to select suitable
components for a CBS. The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
71. Develop an acceptance tests driven component selection technique for selecting
components that match customer requirements.
2. Evaluate the effectiveness of the approach on a case study.
3. The case study result will be investigated and the conclusion and future work in
this field will be introduced.
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this chapter, we investigate the role of acceptance test cases in the requirements
clarification. Furthermore we explored the current state of the art in the COTS selection.
We presented the current COTS selection approaches and gave a necessary background
for better understanding the COTS selection practices.
Chapter 3: Acceptance Tests Driven Component Selection Approach
In this chapter, we present an Acceptance tests driven Component Selection approach
(AccepCotSel). The AccepCotSel approach consists of five phases, namely, requirements
modeling, acceptance test cases creation, and search candidate COTS and filtering,
generate and evaluate configurations, and select configuration.
Chapter 4: Validation of the Approach
In this chapter, we evaluated the usefulness of the presented approach by applying it to a
case study. The aim is to show that the proposed approach is suitable to facilitate
selection of the software components that match stakeholder requirements.
8Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work
We summarize our work and discuss the threats of validity. Furthermore, future works is
also presented.
92 CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Focus of the CBS development is developing systems from previously existed COTS
products, instead of building systems from scratch like in traditional systems. In the CBS
development, the appropriate COTS products have to be selected earlier [32]. The
selection is important for successful  CBS [17][33]. The literature contains several
approaches that are proposed to select suitable COTS components for the CBS.
In this chapter, we investigate the role of acceptance test cases in the requirements
clarification. Furthermore we explored the current state of the art in the COTS selection.
Specifically, we presented the current COTS selection approaches and gave a necessary
background for better understanding the COTS selection practices.
2.1 Acceptance Testing and Requirements Clarification
The feasibility of the test driven approach in development has been proved by a lot of
empirical studies. One of the main advantages of test driven approach for development is
helping in producing high quality source codes [34]. Furthermore, It has shown that it
helps in software quality improvement [35]. For more information about the test driven
approach in development and its usefulness refer to [23], [36].
The main motivation for our work understands more the effectiveness of the testing based
development methods in Component Base Software (CBS). Our work goes after the
previous studies which are done by [23], [25]. Melnik et al. [25] did empirical
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experiments and shown that Fit tables is playing a great role in the functional
requirements specifying It is also improving understanding of the requirements.
Furthermore, Ricca et al. [23] has shown by doing empirical experiments that acceptance
test cases in the form of Fit tables has a significant contribution in clarifying the
requirements.
We follow the same idea of [23], [25] to investigate the helpfulness of Fit tables,
however, our concentration is investigating the potential usefulness of Fit tables in the
process of selecting the suitable components in CBS development. As far as we know,
none of the research work in CBS development explores the using of acceptance test
cases in supporting the components selection.
2.2 The General COTS Selection Process
The COTS selection process is a methodology for selecting one or more suitable COTS
products. Sami [37] presented general framework for COTS selection model that is
followed by the most COTS selection approaches. Figure 2 gives an overview of the
COTS selection life cycle.
The COTS selection process consists of five steps, specifically, defining criteria,
searching, screening, evaluation, and component selection.
Step1: Defining criteria, focus in the definition of the evaluation criteria depending on the
system constraints and requirements.
Step2: The candidate components will be searched for.
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Step3: Screening is carried out to find the shortlist from the searched candidate
components which will be used in the next step.
Step4:  The shortlisted components will be evaluated.
Step5: The evaluation data will be analyzed and the fitting component will be selected.
Figure 2 Component selection activities (adapted from [37])
2.3 COTS Evaluation Strategies
The main activity in the COTS selection is the COTS evaluation. In the COTS
evaluation, the suitability of COTS components is determined. It provides the decision
makers with the necessary information for choosing suitable COTS product (s) from the
candidate products alternatives [38].
COTS are assessed by using criteria that correspond to the requirements and the
constraints of the system. The literature includes many approaches for defining the
evaluation criteria. For example, Kontio et al. [39] proposed to define a hierarchical
evaluation criteria, in which the high level abstracts goals are refined to low level goals
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with the help of using system requirements and architecture in addition to the products
features.
Maiden et al. [17] presented an approach and suggested adding, repeatedly,
discriminating criteria during the evaluation of the candidate COTS products
Many efforts are included in the literature that talks about using quality models as a basis
to define the evaluation criteria. For instance, Franch et al. [40] presented an approach
that uses the ISO/IEC 9126 quality model [41] for building COTS evaluation criteria.
There are three methods that are used for evaluating COTS products, namely, progressive
filtering, puzzle assembly, and keystone identification [42]. It is possible to use multiple
methods in the same project [42]. In the Progressive filtering, the less fit components are
eliminated through defining discriminating criteria with a repeated products’ evaluation.
The most suitable COTS components are identified by running the first four steps of
general selection process repeatedly. In the puzzle assembly many components are
combined together as a puzzle pieces. The requirements of the puzzled products are
considered at the same time. Keystone identification starts by selecting a specific
requirement, and searching for the convenient components for the requirement. This
technique makes the elimination of many products that not suit the crucial requirement,
quick and easy.
2.4 Component Selection Approaches
Considerable effort has been done to determine the challenges related to the requirements
analysis and the components selection in CBS development. Chung and Cooper [43]
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proposed goal-oriented requirements engineering approach that concentrates on the
requirement engineering of component selection process. They classified the
requirements into two types, foreign requirements which are the features of the COTS
products and native requirements that obtained from customers. They use the knowledge
base to narrow the gap between the components and customer requirements. The
approach highlights the significance of mapping product specification and system
requirements; but, possible mismatching does not supported among both specifications.
Alves et al. [44] presents an approach to assess components according to their matching
to the customer requirements. They used evaluation and resolution proposals for conflict
managing and identification of the components. The candidate components evaluated
using systematic criteria consists of quality attributes that have to be meet by the
candidate components. The disadvantage of this approach is its complexity in case of
having large alternatives of COTS.
Clark et al. [45] shows an iterative process for identification and selection components
from the large repositories. In this approach, the integrator can search about components
in the requirement analyzing stage. This method investigated the compatibility checks
among components to ensure that the list of selected components for building the system
is short.
Maiden and Ncube [17] proposed an approach for requirements acquisition and
components selection. Their approach based on templates which are used progressively to
evaluate the list of the candidate components to select suitable ones for a CBS.
Repeatedly, the development team is acquiring the requirements using the templates, and
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identifying and rejecting the components which are not matching with the specified
requirements with the help of multi-criteria decision-making; after that, the selected
components are explored in order to discover new requirements. Nevertheless, the
process does not give enough details on requirements using in the components
evaluation.
Cechich and Piattini [46] proposed an early procedure for measuring the suitability of
COTS products. The procedure is using the functional features to reduce the candidate
components. A number of metrics have been proposed for quantifying components. They
presented a case study that illustrates how to calculate the functional measures.
Harman et al. [47] applied concepts from the field of search based software engineering
for  solving problems in the CBSs’ components selection. They assign weight and cost
values to each component. The weight contains customer desirability and anticipated
revenue. In the same way, a component cost consists of the costs of acquisition and
development. Finally, the search based software engineering is applied to the component
selection and ranking problem after formulated it as a series of features that have weights
and costs.
Fahmi and Choi [48] present a conceptual approach that incorporates the previous
knowledge and decisions on components selection for reducing time and cost of the
selecting components process. They use Case Based Reasoning (CBR) to achieve their
goal. Nevertheless, the presented approach requires presenting the user requirements as a
set of keyword functionalities.
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Birkmeier and Overhage [49] presented a survey on the state of the art in components
selection and identification and proposed a classification scheme for analyzing the
strengths and weaknesses of different components selection and identification
approaches. The survey concluded that to address the complexity of the components
selection process, efforts from diverse areas is needed.
Lozano et al. [50] presented an approach that uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
method [51] for components selection.  The approach depends on the objectives of the
project as the root of the decision tree with the intermediate level of the criteria and the
different alternatives of it as leafs.
Khan and Mahmood [7] presented a graph based requirements clustering approach for
components selection. The approach uses goal modeling to define the CBS’
requirements, and a signed graph for representing the dependencies between the
requirements. The related goals are clustered into groups based on the three proposed
dependencies between them, namely, usage, non-functional, and threat dependencies. The
components are selected based on the matching index for every cluster.
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3 CHAPTER 3
THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we present an acceptance test case driven component selection process
that provides guidelines for CBS developers to select candidate components that best
match the required functionalities of a CBS. We use acceptance test cases to understand
functional requirements of a CBS-to-be. The acceptance test case driven component
selection process, as shown in Figure 3, consists of five phases: (i) requirements
modeling (ii) acceptance test cases generation (iii) COTS searching and filtering (iv)
configure and evaluate COTS (v) COTS selection.
We use the goal modeling technique to specify requirements of a CBS in phase (i). In
phase (ii), we use Framework for integration test (FIT), an open sources framework for
generating acceptance test cases, to create acceptance test cases for CBS-to-be. In Phase
(iii), we use keyword search to identify suitable candidate components for all concrete
goals from existing COTS repositories. In phase (iv), we develop configurations for the
short listed components and evaluate them against acceptance test cases. Finally, in phase
(v), the configured COTS are ranked based on acceptance test case satisfaction scores and
the highest ranked COTS will be selected. The five main phases are explained with more
details in sections 3.1-3.5.
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Figure 3 Overview of the proposed methodology
3.1 Requirements Modeling
Goal modeling [52][53] is a flexible approach for representing the requirements so that it
is providing the analysts in CBS development the opportunity to shotlist the components
that satisfy the required functionalities. The flexibility of requirements representation in
CBS development is very important as it increases the probability of finding suitable
matched components [16]. Many approaches use the goal-driven approach [53], [54] in
modeling the CBS requirements as it helps in defining goals with different abstraction
levels. For example, Sami [37] used the goal driven approach for defining the
requirements for his component selection approach. He defined two types of goals,
namely, strategic goals and technical goals. The strategic goals are high abstract goals
which could not be satisfied directly by a COTS product. The technical goals are low
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abstract goals which are resulted from decomposition of the strategic goals, and could be
satisfied directly by a COTS product.
In this thesis , we adopt the goal definition as in [54]: “ an objective the composed
system should meet. The goals can be stated at different levels of abstraction ranging
from high-level strategic objectives of the organization to low level ﬁner-grained goals
stating technical objectives related to system design options”.
In this thesis, we adopt the hierarchical goal definition approach  presented in [7]. In
hierarchical goal definition approach, the CBS requirements are classified into two types:
High-Level Goals (HLGs) and Concrete-Level Goals (CLGs). HLGs describe the
requirements in CBS that are abstract and could not be used directly in components
selection. It has to be refined to sub-goals that is so-called Concrete Level Goals (CLGs)
that are directly employed as a basis of candidates components identification. There are
two types of CLGs non-functional CLGs and functional CLGs. The functional CLG
represents the required system behavior [54]. The non-functional CLG specfies choices
of  favorite functional behaviors. Each nonfunctional CLG is related to a particular
functional CLG and has an effect on the picking of a candidate product for the related
functional CLG.
According to the goal specification approach [54], the requirements of the CBS-to-be
system start with selecting the business objective for it. The business objective of the
system is decomposed into HLGs that collaborate to achieve it. Afterward, every HLG is
decomposed into less abstract goals until the CLG are specified. The CLGs are the leaf
nodes of the refinement hierarchy that is assigned to a single component that could be
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part of the required system. The refinement of the CBS goal requirements depends on the
required system [54]. The result of the refinement is a goal model that links HLGs and
CLGs together (see Figure 4). The definition of the goal model should be carried out in
parallel with components searching so that the analyst can define the concrete level goals
in light of the customers’ needs and components’ features.
Figure 4 Goals model
3.2 Acceptance Test Cases Generation
The purpose of developing the test cases is to evaluate the configured candidate
components. For each CLG, determined during requirements definition, a test suite is
developed for evaluating its satisfaction by the candidate components in an accurate way.
We use FIT framework [27] because it is a famous framework for developing and
executing the acceptance tests. Acceptance tests are developed in the FIT framework in
tabular forms called Fit tables. Fit tables are used for specifying inputs and expected
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outputs; it also provides the ability to check the tests automatically and reporting the final
testing result.
There are three types of tables supported by FIT to enable test cases to be expressed as
clearly as possible, namely, Action, Column, and Row tables. Different test cases are
represented by different tables depending on its nature. Action tables are used to test the
things happen on actions. It is particularly practical to represent test cases for the
functionalities where frequent interactions with a user are expected. The rows in an
Action tables are executed sequentially where each row (expect the header) is considered
an action. Each row consists of a numbers of fields. The first field of each row contains
one of four commands that indicate the type of action to be performed. Table 1 provides a
brief explanation of each command. The subsequent fields are used to include the
necessary information to execute the command. Table 2 shows an example Action table for
testing a functional requirement in which the user buy books and the total price is
accumulated.
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Table 1 Keywords used in Action table
Command Usage
Start
Starts the given application. It is useful to execute this command to
ensure the initial state of the system.
Enter
This command is used to create input. The following field contains the
name of input to be entered, which is followed by another field
containing the actual data value
Press
This command is used to execute functions in the given application. The
following field contains the name of the function to be executed. Note
that it is often the case that a function is executed by performing a GUI
operation, such as a push of a button.
Check
The purpose of this command is to evaluate whether the output rendered
by the application is the same as the expected output. The following field
contains the name of the data to be evaluated, which is followed by
another field containing the expected data value.
The Row tables are used to check whether the outputs of a query or search as expected or
no. The header of a Row table indicates the name of the data structure to be evaluated.
The remaining rows include the expected data elements. Table 3 shows an example Row
table for testing a functional requirement in which the user search about specific books.
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Table 2 Action Fit table for testing buying books
Fit.ActionFixture
Start BuyBooks
check total 0
enter Book1’s price 10
press Buy
check total 10
enter Book2’s price 5
press Buy
check Total 15
Table 3 Row Fit table for testing searching books
DisplayedBooks
Book Auther(s) Price
Fit for Developing Software Rick Mugridge , Ward Cunningham $54.01
ATDD by Example Markus Gärtner $26.46
Column tables are used for formula evaluations where input is provided to a function and
its output is evaluated. Column tables are useful to evaluate functionalities that do not
include user interactions. The header of a Column contains the name of the function
under test. The following row contains headers of data name columns and the tested
function. Input columns start from the left and are followed by output columns on the
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right. Table 4 shows an example Column table for testing a functional requirement in
which a 10 percent discount is provided whenever the book price is greater than $50.
Table 4 Column Fit table for testing a discount on books
CalculateDiscount
Book Price Discount()
Fit for Developing Software $54.00 $5.40
ATDD by Example $26.00 $0.00
Agile Testing: A Practical Guide $100.00 $10.00
3.3 COTS Searching and Filtering
The third step of our approach is COTS searching and filtering process. The main aim of
this step is shortlisting the most suitable COTS candidates. Automatic search method is
used. The automatic search means using strings to the search on the specialized
components repositories’ search engines and online search engines like Google and Bing
[42], [49]. For a CLG we use keyword search to find the candidate components. Then,
COTS filtering is done to filter out the less-fit COTS that resulted from searching.
The detailed information about the candidate components is collected through screening
of candidate components documentations on the vendors’ websites and the websites that
offer evaluation for the components. An example component website is shown in Figure 5.
The component’s website contains various information about the component such as
requirements, configuration, maintenance status, development status, usage statistics and
versions.
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Figure 5 Snapshot from Node Notify website
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We defined a function for filtering the candidate components called Filtering Scoring
(FS). The FS value for a component COTSi is computed according to equation 3.1
bellow.
( ) = ∗ (1 + )1 + + ( 3.1)
Where:
is normalized value of the number of required components by COTSi
is normalized value of the number of the reported open bugs in COTSi
is normalized value of the number of the reported installations of COTSi by the
customers
is the compatability of the COTSi with the development envirnment, if the
compatable with the development enviroment its vlaue will be 1 otherwise it takes
0 value.
Data is normalized to the range from 0 to 1 as in equation 3.2 [55]. We use variable X as
an example in the calculations below. The normalized value of xi for variable X in the ith
row is calculated as:
( )= ( 3.2)
Where:
Xmin is  the minimum value for variable X
Xmax is the maximum value for variable X
If Xmax is equal to Xmin then Normalized(X ) is set to 0.5.
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The main goal of filtering is to decrease candidate components’ number to be two
candidate components for each CLG for the subsequent detailed evaluation for each CLG
and accordingly minimize the effort and time of the complete evaluation process.
3.4 Configure and Evaluate COTS
In this phase, we generate configurations for each component resulted from the COTS
searching and filtering phase, and subsequently apply the acceptance test cases, identified
in phase 3.2, to evaluate the candidate components. Figure 6 give an overview of the
configure and evaluate COTS activity. The following two steps are performed:
Step 1: Generate COTS’ configuration. In this step, the candidate components are
installed and adopted to the evaluation environment.
Step 2: Apply the test cases. The evaluation test cases are applied on the configured
components, and the results are captured in the form of passed or failed test cases.
We defined a measure for the test cases implementation for each configuration called the
Test Cases Satisfaction (TCS).
lets TCs={tc1, tc2, ..., tcm} be a test cases set, and CFGs=={cfg1, cfg2, ..., cfgn} be a
configurations set. The TCS value for a test case tcr satisfaction by a configuration cfgr
has following values:
( , ) = = 1 < >= 0 < > ( 3.3 )
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The tcr passed if  the cfgr satisfied it, and it failed if the cfgr not satisfied it.
Figure 6 Generate and evaluate configurations
3.5 COTS Selection
Component selection is the final activity of our approach. In this phase, we defined a
measure for the configured components scoring called the Matching Score (MS). The MS
value for a configuration cfgr is computed according to equation 3.4 bellow. Given the
values of the TCS for the configuration cfgr, the MS is computed as following:
( )= ∑ ,=1 ( 3.4)
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The results of the COTS selection phase are COTS with their related fitness ranking from
which the COTS with highest rank should be selected for each CLG. If the components
having the same ranking, then the one with lower value resulted from dividing its
reported open bugs by its installations is selected.
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4 CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY
4.1 Overview
In this chapter, we present a case study to demonstrate how our acceptance test case
driven component selection approach provides guidelines for CBS developers to select
candidate components that best match the required functionalities of a CBS.
In this case study, we wanted to select components that will be used to build a Meeting
Scheduling System (MSS). MSS aim is to facilitate the process of scheduling meetings
between different people with different preferences. The workflow for the scheduling
process starts with the initiator person creating meeting proposal and specifying the
meeting agenda, date range, durations, and the potential participants. The system sends
notifications to the specified potential participants. The participants then view the
meeting proposal and select their suitable time. After the participants submit their
availability times the initiator study the input from the participants and make a decision
regarding to the meeting time and date, the system notifies the participants about the
specific date and time of the meeting.
In our case study, we have elicited four high-level goals and the corresponding eight
concrete-level goals from the MSS literature and used ‘Drupal modules’ as a repository
for identifying candidate components. We have selected Drupal Module as it is a popular
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open source framework for web application development and the repository provides a
large number of components, systematically classified in 47 categories.
Figure 7 Activities and outputs in AccepCotSel
Figure 7 presents an expanded edition of the AccepCotSel approach as we applied during
MSS case study. The figure contains similar activities to Figure 3, and expanded by
adding the activities’ outputs. Figure 7 is used as a reference during this chapter.
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4.2 Requirements Modeling
The objective of this phase to define the goals model ( Figure 7) that will be used as a
basis for suitable COTS selection process. Table 5 showing the MSS goals’ model. The
goals model consists of 13 goals: 5 HLGs defined at 3 hierarchical levels, and 8 CLGs at
the fourth level. To clarify the goals model structure, as an example, the business
objective at level 1 “Effective meeting scheduling” is refined into different goals at level
2, for instance, “Maximum attendance” and “Content management” goals. The
“Maximum attendance” goal, at level 2, is also refined into one goal at level 3, namely,
“Meeting scheduled from request”. The “meeting scheduled from request”, in level 3, is
refined into two CLG goals which are “Polling for meeting” and “Email notification”.
Table 5 MSS goals’ model
Business
objective Refined HLG Refined HLG CLG
Effective
meeting
Maximum
attendance
Meeting scheduled from
request
CLG1: Polling for meeting
CLG2: Email notification
Content management
CLG3: File upload
CLG4: Image upload
CLG5: WYSIWYG text editing
CLG6: Content searching
Contact management
CLG7: Contact MSS
administrator
CLG8: Contact between MSS
users
1
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4.3 Acceptance Test Cases Generation
The acceptance test cases are generated to check the existence of the functionalities of
each CLG. Best-fit components are selected based on the test cases. Acceptance test
cases generation results in suites of test cases for each CLG in the Fit tables’ format
against which components are evaluated by testing how well the components satisfy the
test’s suites.
The tests suites are generated based on the MSS goals model as well as the gained
knowledge from exploring  the literature [54], [56] (         in Figure 7). Finally, the test
cases created with a total of 51: 17 for CLG1, 3 for CLG2, 6 for CLG3, 4 for CLG4, 17
for CLG5, 2 for CLG 6, 1 for CLG7, and 1 for CLG8. To give an idea about the test cases
in this case study, we present the CLG1 Test Suite (CLG1TS), while the all test suites are
given in Appendix A. CLG1TS is a test suite for testing CLG1: Polling for meeting.
Table 6 describes the CLG1TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG1TS’s action and row
fixtures are presented in Table 7.
2
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Table 6 Descriptions of CLG1TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this first fixture is to set up the title, location,
description, dates, and related time slots to make polling for
meeting.
Fit.ActionFixture2,
3, 4
These fixtures allow the participants to select the suitable date
and time slots from the suggested ones in the polling request.
Fit.RowFixture1, 2, 3
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are three
participants with their selected dates and time slots and check for
their existence
Fit.RowFixture4
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are four polling
requests in the system and check for their existence
Fit.ActionFixture5 These fixtures test the removing of a polling request
Fit.RowFixture5
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are three polling
requests (not containing the removed one in the previous fixture)
in the system and check for their existence
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Table 7 CLG1TS’s fixtures
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Polling Title Department meeting
Enter Description We want to discuss thedepartment new policy
Enter Location Building 808 Room 207
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4, 4-6
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4, 4-6
Enter Participants names Participant1, Participant2,Participant3,
Check Polling created True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Enter Participant name Participant1
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4
Check Participant1 selectdate and time slot True
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Fit.ActionFixture3
Enter Participant name Participant2
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 3-4
Check Participant2 selectdate and time slot True
Fit.ActionFixture4
Enter Participant name Participant3
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Check Participant3 selectdate and time slot True
Fit.RowFixture1
Participant name Selected Date Time Slot(s)
Participant1 10-4-2014 2-3
Participant1 11-4- 2014 2-3, 3-4
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Fit.RowFixture2
Participant name Selected Date Time Slot(s)
Participant2 10-4-2014 2-3
Participant2 11-4- 2014 3-4
Fit.RowFixture3
Participant name Selected Date Time Slot(s)
Participant3 10-4-2014 2-3
Participant3 11-4- 2014 2-3
Fit.RowFixture4
Meeting  Polling 1
Meeting Polling  2
Meeting Polling  3
Meeting Polling  4
Fit.ActionFixture5
Enter Polling name Meeting  Polling 1
press Remove polling
check Polling removed True
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Fit.RowFixture5
Meeting Polling  2
Meeting Polling 3
Meeting Polling 4
4.4 COTS Searching and Filtering
Automatic search, based on goals model, performed by executing search strings on the
drupal repository (www.drupal.org see Figure 8). The candidate components are
specified through the keyword search based on CLGs in the goals model; this resulted in
identifying an initial set of 25 COTS candidates classified according to their related
CLGs into 8 categories (Table 8).
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Table 8 CLGs and their potential candidate components
CLGs Candidate Modules Total
Polling for meeting
Flag, Rate, Advanced Poll, Decisions,
Election, Make Meeting  Scheduler
6
Notification
Comment Notify, Node Notify, Watcher,
Notify, Subscriptions, Notifications
6
File upload
IMCE for FileField, FileField Sources,
Multiupload Filefield
3
Image upload
IMCE, Image Fupload, Multiupload
Imagefield
3
Rich WYSIWYG Editing
BUEditor, widgEditor, OpenWYSIWYG
Editor, Wysiwyg
4
Content searching Search 1
Contact MSS administrator Contact 1
Contact between MSS users Contact 1
25
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Figure 8 Drupal’s search engine
Figure 9 Snapshot from Drupalmodules’ website
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Then, detailed information for each candidate component is collected from: (i) their
drupal’s websites and (ii) other online sources that offer information about drupal’s
components; e.g. http://drupalmodules.com (see Figure 9). The detailed information for
each candidate component is presented in Table 9.
Table 9 Detailed information about candidate components
CLG Module Drupal7 installations
Required
modules
Reported
Open Bugs
Polling for
meeting
Flag 1 33,987 0 5
Rate 1 9,71 3 99
Decisions 0 351 1 31
Make Meeting
Schedular
1 550 0 5
Election 1 75 2 2
Advanced Poll 1 4,12 2 87
Notification
Comment notify 1 13960 1 21
Node notify 1 201 2 0
Watcher 0 653 2 34
Notify 0 2761 3 3
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Subscriptions 1 6031 3 12
Notifications 0 10163 2 224
Rich
WYSIWYG
Editing
BUEditor 1 13049 0 0
widgEditor 0 91 0 5
OpenWYSIWYG
Editor
0 211 0 20
Wysiwyg 1 338266 0 69
File uploade
IMCE for
FileField
1 6,984 2 2
FileField Sources 1 46,574 1 30
Multiupload
Filefield
1 28,073 1 9
Image
uploade
IMCE 1 345,276 2 3
Image Fupload 0 8,110 2 111
Multiupload
Imagefield
1 25,352 1 7
Then, the proposed filtering function (chapter 3, equation 3.1) is used to filter out less
suitable components from the initial list of 25. Finally, the short list of the most suitable
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products was specified ( in Figure 7). The resulted shortlist of components of filtering
process is presented in Table 10, while the detailed evaluation’s results are shown in
Appendix B.
Table 10 Shortlist of the most suitable components for the MSS case study
CLG Module Developer Website
Polling for
meeting
Flag socketwench https://drupal.org/project/flag
Make
meeting
Schedular
SebCorbin https://drupal.org/project/makemeeting
Notification
Comment
notify
greggles https://drupal.org/project/comment_notify
Subscriptions salvis https://drupal.org/project/subscriptions
Rich
WYSIWYG
Editing
BUEditor ufku https://drupal.org/project/BUEditor
Wysiwyg sun https://drupal.org/project/Wysiwyg
Image
upload
Multiupload
Imagefield
czigor
https://drupal.org/project/
multiupload_imagefield_widget
IMCE ufku https://drupal.org/project/imce
Files upload FileField quicksketch https://drupal.org/project/filefield_sources
3
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Sources
Multiupload
Filefield
czigor
https://drupal.org/project/
multiupload_filefield_widget
Content
searching
Search Drupal
https://drupal.org/
documentation/modules/search/
Contact
MSS
administrator
Contact Drupal
https://drupal.org/
documentation/modules/contact/
Contact
MSS users
Contact Drupal
https://drupal.org/
documentation/modules/contact/
4.5 Configure and Evaluate COTS
Each candidate component resulted from the shortlisted list is evaluated after installing
and configuring it to the drupal environment. The resulted candidate components from
filtering phase are evaluated by implementing the proposed evaluation function TCS
(chapter 3, equation 3.3). The resulted evaluations of components (      in Figure 7) are
presented in Table 11 to Table 18. For each component, the TCS value is shown. For
instance, evaluating the Flag component against the Fixture1 or Test Case1 (TC1)
belongs to the test suite CLG1TS resulted in TCS=0, which means Flag component does
not satisfy the TC1.
4
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Table 11 CLG1TS evaluation’s results
Table 12 CLG2TS evaluation’s results
CLG2TS
TC1 TC2 TC3 Total Passed Tests Total Failed Tests
Comment notify 0 1 1 2 1
Subscriptions 1 1 1 3 0
Table 13 CLG3TS evaluation’s results
CLG3TS
TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 Total PassedTests
Total Failed
Tests
FileField Sources 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0
Multiupload
Filefield 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 0
Table 14 CLG4TS evaluation’s results
CLG4TS
TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 Total PassedTests
Total Failed
Tests
Multiupload Imagefield 1 1 1 1 4 0
IMCE 1 1 1 1 4 0
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Table 15 CLG5TS evaluation’s results
Table 16 CLG6TS evaluation’s results
CLG6TS
TC1 TC2 Total Passed Tests Total Failed Tests
Search (Core module) 1 1 2 0
Table 17 CLG7TS evaluation’s results
CLG7TS
TC1 Total Passed Tests Total Failed Tests
contact (Core module) 1 1 0
Table 18 CLG8TS evaluation’s results
CLG8TS
TC1 Total Passed Tests Total Failed Tests
contact (Core module) 1 1 0
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4.6 COTS Selection
In this section, the outcomes from applying the component selection activity in the
AccepCotSel approach are presented. The main objective of this phase is selecting the
best-fit component for each CLG based on the fitness of the components. The
components’ fitness is calculated using Equation 3.4 from Chapter 3. Table 19 presenting
the fitness of each candidate component.
As shown in Table 19, the “Make meeting Schedular” component has higher fitness than
the “Flag” component, so the first one should be selected. However, “FileField Sources”
and “Multiupload Filefield” have the same fitness. In this situation, “Multiupload
Filefield” should be selected because it has less value of open reported bugs/installations,
only 0.0003 open reported bugs/installations, in comparison with the “FileField Sources”
which has 0.0006 open reported bugs/installations. Table 20 presents the most suitable
component for each CLG. In the case of having only one candidate component for a CLG
(e.g. Search component for Content searching CLG), if this component has a non-zero
MS value it should be selected, otherwise not.
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Table 19 Fitness of candidate components
CLG Module MS
Polling for meeting
Flag 0.59
Make meeting Schedular 1
Notification
Comment notify 0.67
Subscriptions 1
Files upload
FileField Sources 1
Multiupload Filefield 1
Image upload
Multiupload Imagefield 1
IMCE 1
Rich WYSIWYG Editing
BUEditor 0.35
Wysiwyg 0.41
Content searching Search 1
Contact MSS adminstrator Contact 1
Contact MSS users Contact 1
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Table 20 CLGs and their best-fit components
CLG Best-fit COTS
Polling for meeting Make meeting Schedular
Notification Subscriptions
Files upload Multiupload Filefield
Image upload IMCE
Rich WYSIWYG Editing Wysiwyg
Content searching Search
Contact MSS administrator Contact
Contact MSS users Contact
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5 CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary and Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis, we have presented a survey of the literature of the role of acceptance test
cases in the requirements clarification. Furthermore, we explored the current COTS
selection approaches and gave a necessary background for better understanding the
COTS selection practices.
We have described an approach that uses acceptance testing information as functional
specification to facilitate systematic selection of software components for a CBS. Our
approach, called AccepCotSel, consists of five phases, namely, requirements modeling,
acceptance test cases creation, and search candidate COTS and filtering, generate and
evaluate configurations, and select the suitable COTS component. AccepCotSel approach
uses the goal modeling technique to specify requirements of a CBS. It also uses the
Framework for integration test (FIT), an open sources framework for generating
acceptance test cases, to create acceptance test cases for CBS-to-be.
We have evaluated the effectiveness of the approach on a case study for selecting
components to build MSS.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work
The approach validation results are specialized to the implemented case study, so the
findings can’t be general since they are only gained from a single case study. We plan to
do additional case studies in order to confirm generalize our findings.
Further work is required to extend the Fit framework to be used in automating testing in
the content management systems like Drupal.
There is a need to handle and analyze the acceptance test cases failure during the
selection process and taking suitable decisions on that is needed, so we plan to develop a
decision support framework for handing the mismatches between the candidate
components and the acceptance test cases.
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Appendix A: Detailed Evaluation’s Test Suites
CLG1: Polling for meeting Test Suite (CLG1TS)
CLG1TS is a test suite for testing CLG1: Polling for meeting. Table 21 describes the
CLG1TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG1TS’s action and row fixtures are presented in
Table 22.
Table 21 Description of CLG1TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this first fixture is to set up the title, location,
description, dates, and related time slots to make polling for
meeting.
Fit.ActionFixture2,
3, 4
These fixtures allow the participants to select the suitable date
and time slots from the suggested ones in the polling request.
Fit.RowFixture1, 2, 3
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are three
participants with their selected dates and time slots and check for
their existence
Fit.RowFixture4
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are four polling
requests in the system and check for their existence
Fit.ActionFixture5 These fixtures test the removing of a polling request
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Fit.RowFixture5
The purpose of these fixtures is to assume there are three polling
requests (not containing the removed one in the previous fixture)
in the system and check for their existence
Table 22 CLG1TS’s fixtures
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Polling Title Department meeting
Enter Description We want to discuss thedepartment new policy
Enter Location Building 808 Room 207
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4, 4-6
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4, 4-6
Enter Participants names Participant1, Participant2,Participant3,
Check Polling created True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Enter Participant name Participant1
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
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Enter Time slot 2-3, 3-4
Check Participant1 selectdate and time slot True
Fit.ActionFixture3
Enter Participant name Participant2
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 3-4
Check Participant2 selectdate and time slot True
Fit.ActionFixture4
Enter Participant name Participant3
Press Date 10-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Press Date 11-5-2014
Enter Time slot 2-3
Check Participant3 selectdate and time slot True
Fit.RowFixture1
Participant name Participant1
10-4-2014 2-3
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11-4- 2014 2-3 3-4
Fit.RowFixture2
Participant name Participant2
10-4-2014 2-3
11-4- 2014 3-4
Fit.RowFixture3
Participant name Participant3
10-4-2014 2-3
11-4- 2014 2-3
Fit.RowFixture4
Meeting  Polling 1
Meeting Polling  2
Meeting Polling  3
Meeting Polling  4
Fit.ActionFixture5
Enter Polling name Meeting  Polling 1
press Remove polling
check Polling removed True
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Fit.RowFixture5
Meeting Polling  2
Meeting Polling 3
Meeting Polling 4
CLG2: Email Notification Test Suite (CLG2TS)
CLG2TS is a test suite for testing CLG2: Email Notification. Table 23 describes the
CLG2TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG2TS’s action and row fixtures are presented in
Table 24.
Table 23 Description of CLG2TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit. ColumnFixture1
The purpose of this fixture is to notify participants about a new
meeting through their emails.
Fit. ColumnFixture2
The purpose of this fixture is to notify a meeting’s initiator about
a new comment on the meeting and notify a meeting’s
participants who have commented about new comments after
them.
Fit. ColumnFixture3
The purpose of this fixture is to notify meeting’s participants
about an updating in the meeting through their emails.
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Table 24 CLG2TS’s fixtures
Fit.ColumnFixture2
Editor Edit  meeting Notify()
InitiatorA Meeting1 Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Fit.ColumnFixture3
Participant Selected meeting Comment Notify()
Participant 1 Meeting1 Comment test1 InitiatorA
Participant 2 Meeting1 Comment test2 InitiatorA
Participant 1
Fit.ColumnFixture1
Initiator Created meeting Notify()
InitiatorA Meeting1 Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
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CLG3: File uploads Test Suite (CLG3TS)
CLG3TS is a test suite for testing the file uploading CLG Table 25 describes the
CLG3TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG3TS’s action and row fixtures are presented in
Table 26.
Table 25 Description of CLG3TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1 This fixture tests the uploading of   pdf files by the users.
Fit.ActionFixture2 This fixture tests the uploading of   MS word files by the users.
Fit.ActionFixture3 This fixture tests the uploading of   text files by the users.
Fit.ActionFixture4 This fixture tests the uploading of multiple pdf files by the users.
Fit.ActionFixture5
This fixture tests the uploading of multiple docx files by the
users.
Fit.ActionFixture6 This fixture tests the uploading of multiple text files by the users.
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Table 26 CLG3TS’s fixtures
Fit.ActionFixture1
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type pdf
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type docx
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture3
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type txt
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Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture4
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type pdf
press Select file ABC2
press File Type pdf
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture5
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type docx
press Select file ABC2
press File Type docx
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
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Fit.ActionFixture6
Press Browse
press Select file ABC1
press File Type txt
press Select file ABC2
press File Type txt
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
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CLG4: Image uploads Test Suite (CLG4TS)
CLG4TS is a test suite for testing the image uploading CLG. Table 27 describes the
CLG4TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG4TS’s action and row fixtures are presented in
Table 28.
Table 27 Description of CLG4TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
This fixture test the uploading of jpg images by the MSS
users.
Fit.ActionFixture2
This fixture tests the uploading of   png images by the MSS
users.
Fit.ActionFixture3
This fixture tests the uploading of   gif images by the MSS
users.
Fit.ActionFixture4
This fixture test the uploading multiple images of different
types by the users.
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Table 28 CLG4TS’s fixtures
Fit.ActionFixture1
Press Browse
press Select image ABC1
press Image Type jpg
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Press Browse
press Select image ABC1
press Image Type png
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture3
Press Browse
press Select image ABC1
press Image Type gif
Press Upload
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check Uploaded True
Fit.ActionFixture4
Press Browse
press Select image ABC1
press Image Type gif
press Select image ABC2
press Image Type png
press Select image ABC3
press Image Type jpg
Press Upload
check Uploaded True
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CLG5: WYSIWYG Text Editing Test Suite (CLG5TS)
CLG5TS is a test suite for testing the WYSIWYG Text Editing CLG. Table 29 describes
the CLG5TS’s Fixtures and respective CLG5TS’s action and row fixtures are presented
in
Table 30.
Table 29 Description of CLG5TS’s fixtures
Fixture Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1,
2, 3, and 4
These fixtures test the decoration of tests with making it bold,
italic, underlined, and changing the text color.
Fit.ActionFixture5,
6, and 7
These fixtures test the alignment of texts (i.e. left, right, and
center alignment)
Fit.ActionFixture8,
9, 10, 11, 12, and 13
These fixtures test changing the  texts font and size
Fit.ActionFixture14,
15
These fixtures test the functionality of inserting an image and
table to the texts.
Fit.ActionFixture16,
17
These fixtures test the functionalities of copy, cut, and paste
texts.
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Table 30 CLG5TS’s fixtures
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
press Select Meeting scheduling
press Bold
check Textbold True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
press Select Meeting scheduling
press Italic
check Text Italic True
Fit.ActionFixture3
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Underline
check TextUnderline True
Fit.ActionFixture4
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Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font color Red
check Text color changed True
Fit.ActionFixture5
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Align left
check Text left Aligned True
Fit.ActionFixture6
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Align center
Check Text center Aligned True
Fit.ActionFixture7
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
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Press Align right
Check Text right Aligned True
Fit.ActionFixture8
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font type Proxima Nova
Check Text font changed True
Fit.ActionFixture9
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font type Gotham
Check Text font changed True
Fit.ActionFixture10
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font type Roboto
Check Text font changed True
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Fit.ActionFixture11
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
press Select Meeting scheduling
press Font type Inconsolata
check Text font changed True
Fit.ActionFixture12
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font type Avenir
check Text font changed True
Fit.ActionFixture13
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Font Size 14
check Text font Size  changed True
Fit.ActionFixture14
Press Table
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Enter Rows 3
Enter Columns 4
Check Table Created True
Fit.ActionFixture15
Press Insert image
Press Select ImageA
check Image inserted True
Fit.ActionFixture16
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Copy
Press Paste
Check Text pasted True
Fit.ActionFixture17
Enter Text Meeting scheduling
Press Select Meeting scheduling
Press Cut
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Press Paste
Check Text pasted True
.
CLG6:  Content Searching Test Suite (CLG6TS)
CLG6TS is a test suite for testing the content searching CLG. Table 31 describes the
CLG6TS’s fixtures and respective CLG6TS’s action and row fixtures are presented in
Table 32.
Table 31 Description of CLG6TS’ fixture
Fixture # Type Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this fixture is to search for a poll using a keyword
searching
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this fixture is to search about events in a specific
date.
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Table 32 CLG6TS’ fixture
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Search Text polling
Press Search
Check Search results displayed True
Fit.ActionFixture2
Enter Search by date Wed, 05/07/2014
Press Search
Check Search results displayed True
CLG7: Contact site administrator Test Suite (CLG7TS)
CLG7TS is a test suite for testing the contact site administrator CLG.
Table 33 describes the CLG7TS’s fixture and respective CLG7TS’s action fixture is
presented in Table 34.
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Table 33 Description of CLG7TS’ fixture
Fixture # Type Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this fixture is contacting site administrator. It tests
how a user can communicate with the site administrator through
providing his name, email, subject, and the message body,
respectively.
Table 34 of CLG7TS’ fixture
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Name User1
Enter Email User1@yahoo.com
Enter Subject Request for privileges
Enter Message Body Please, give me privileges to create pollings
press Send
check Message Sent True
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CLG8: Contact between users Test Suite (CLG8TS)
CLG8TS is a test suite for testing the contact between MSS users CLG. Table 35
describes the CLG8TS’s fixture and respective CLG7TS’s action fixture is presented in
Table 36.
Table 35 Description of CLG8TS’ fixture
Fixture # Type Purpose
Fit.ActionFixture1
The purpose of this fixture is contacting between the site users. It
tests how a user can communicate with another through providing
his name, email, subject, message body, receiver name, and the
receiver email.
Table 36 CLG8TS’ fixture
Fit.ActionFixture1
Enter Name User1
Enter Email User1@yahoo.com
Enter Subject Request for privileges
Enter Message Body Please, give me privileges to create polling
Enter Receiver(s) Name User2
Enter Receiver(s) email User2@yahoo.com
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press Send
check Message Sent to Receiver(s) True
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Appendix B: Filtering Evaluation’s Results
Table 37 Filtering Evaluation’s Results for Polling for meeting components
Module
Drupal
(7) Installations
Installations
Normalized
Required
Modules
Required
modules
Normalized
Open
Bugs
Open Bugs
Normalized
FS()
Flag 1 33,987 1.000 0 0.000 5 0.031 1.940
Rate 1 971 0.026 3 1.000 99 1.000 0.342
Advanced
Poll
1 412 0.010 2 0.667 87 0.876 0.397
Decisions 0 351 0.008 1 0.333 31 0.299 0.000
Make
meeting
Schedular
1 550 0.014 0 0.000 5 0.031 0.984
Election 1 75 0.000 2 0.667 2 0.000 0.600
Table 38 Filtering Evaluation’s Results for Notification components
Module
Drupal
(7)
Installations
Installations
Normalized
Required
Modules
Required
Modules
Normalized
Open
Bugs
Open Bugs
Normalized
FS()
Comment
notify
1 13960 1.000 1 0.000 21 0.094 1.829
Node notify 1 201 0.000 2 0.500 0 0.000 0.667
Watcher 0 653 0.033 2 0.500 34 0.152 0.000
Notify 0 2761 0.186 3 1.000 3 0.013 0.000
Subscriptions 1 6031 0.424 3 1.000 12 0.054 0.693
Notifications 0 10163 0.724 2 0.500 224 1.000 0.000
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Table 39 Filtering Evaluation’s Results for File upload components
Module
Drupal
(7)
Installations
Installations
Normalized
Required
Modules
Required
Modules
Normalized
Open
Bugs
Open Bugs
Normalized
FS()
IMCE for
FileField
1 6,984 0.000 2 1.000 2 0.000 0.500
FileField
Sources
1 46,574 1.000 1 0.000 30 1.000 1.000
Multiupload
Filefield
1 28,073 0.533 1 0.000 9 0.250 1.226
Table 40 Filtering Evaluation’s Results for Image upload components
Module
Drupal
(7)
Installations
Installations
Normalized
Required
Modules
Required
Modules
Normalized
Open
Bugs
Open Bugs
Normalized
FS()
IMCE 1 345,276 1.000 2 1.000 3 0.000 1.000
Image
Fupload
0 8,110 0.000 2 1.000 111 1.000 0.000
Multiupload
Imagefield
1 25,352 0.051 1 0.000 7 0.037 1.014
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Table 41 Filtering Evaluation’s Results for Rich WYSIWYG Editing components
Module
Drupal
(7)
Installations
Installations
Normalized
Required
Modules
Required
Modules
Normalized
Open
Bugs
Open Bugs
Normalized
FS()
BUEditor 1 13049 0.038 0 0.500 0 0.000 0.692
widgEditor 0 91 0.000 0 0.500 5 0.072 0.000
Open
WYSIWYG
Editor
0 211 0.000 0 0.500 20 0.290 0.000
Wysiwyg 1 338266 1.000 0 0.500 69 1.000 0.800
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